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Cloud Transformation: Understand the Possible
Business Education for Mid-Market to
Enterprise Organizations

“As a broad introduction
to the cloud, the course
was right on the mark,
and the trainer was very

Cloud-based IT is being adopted and embraced by most enterprises today, with 90% of
enterprise workloads expected to run in the cloud by 2020. Hybrid cloud infrastructure enables
easy migration of IT services from on-premises environments to cloud environments. This
enables enterprises to run workloads where it makes the most sense, based on performance,
economics and security priorities.

knowledgeable.”
CXO, Financial Institution

Train Your Team for the Cloud Era
Making the transition to the cloud can be complicated and daunting. ACTS’ Bespoke Learning
Workshops provide a customized training experience for your team delivered by ACTS’ cloud
and business professionals. Our experienced team will create a Bespoke Learning experience
customized to your company’s needs, providing everything you need to build and manage a
cloud environment ideally suited to your unique organizational needs.
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ACTS uses a consultative approach with a business-outcome-focused methodology to help your organization recognize and overcome your most pressing business challenges.
Bespoke Learning Workshops are designed to educate your
team on the possibilities of cloud transformation to improve
business operations and accelerate innovation.
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Start Your Cloud Journey on the Right Foot
Bespoke Learning Workshops provide great value before embarking on major new cloud transformation projects, reducing
risks and improving the likelihood that projects are delivered
on time and on budget. Workshops are also ideal for organizations looking to develop product-focused or enterprise-wide
cloud transformation strategies.

How We Deliver
STEP 01: DISCOVERY
ACTS team consults with your team and helps discover and
clarify your organization’s pressing business challenges and
goals for transitioning to the cloud.

STEP 02: PLANNING

>

– CEO, Financial Institution

>

We develop a strategic Bespoke Learning content plan using a
business-outcome-focused consultative approach in collaboration
with key players in your organization.

STEP 03: EDUCATE
Our experts provide onsite delivery of your customized Bespoke
Learning program in one, three or five day workshops, based on
your needs.

“The trainer’s insight into business models and Microsoft
are valuable resources that can be leveraged by teams
to accelerate their engagement with cloud
technologies.”

>

“Azure has over 100 different technologies, services and
concepts. It’s important to know how all these things
are connected. Because of ACTS’ training, our team is
now able to decide what areas to focus on.”
– Workshop Attendee ,VP of Application Development
“The most important part was the overview of the
different technologies and ways that one can use the
cloud and Azure. The real-time analytics, open-sourced
gateway architecture, and IoT tools were of particular
interest.”

Key benefits of Bespoke Learning

– Workshop Attendee, Data Scientist

About ACTS:

• Understand and reduce the risks associated with cloud projects

ACTS is a Florida based ISV and technology solution

• Develop corporate and project strategies for cloud transformation

provider working with businesses to leverage

• Create an efficient, collaborative process for cloud projects,
enabling faster work

share growth. With work grounded in business

technology for competitive advantage and market
outcome methodology, ACTS has been helping

• Empower people to understand the art of the possible with cloud

clients for more than 15 years. As a Microsoft Multi

• Share an understanding of cloud terminology and concepts
in your organization

solutions to businesses to help increase productivity

ACTS works collaboratively with your team to understand the complexities
of your business and develop a personalized Bespoke Learning Workshop
that educates your team on cloud-based transformation, innovation and
productivity. Our experience spans industries, and your Bespoke Learning
Workshop can be targeted to suit any or all levels within your organization.
( Workshops starting at $5,000, pricing varies based on content, days training, and location )

For more on Bespoke Learning Workshops contact us:
ACTS / 100 N Laura St Suite 700 / Jacksonville, FL 32202 / T: 904.317.2140
info@actsolution.net / www.actsolution.net

Gold Competency Partner, ACTS delivers customized
and enhance efficiency using best practices.

